Packaging: Italian Nordmeccanica between augmented
reality and flexible packaging
by Laura Magna ♦
The company led by Antonio Cerciello had a turnover of 110 million Euro in 2019, 95%
of which abroad. The Triplex SL One-Shot laminator developed on Mindsphere
combines mechanics, cloud and IoT. Partnerships with Siemens, Dow Chemical, Hp.
The President has the floor.

Inside Nordmeccanica’s factory

The latest innovation is a system to control and set up machines remotely with augmented reality,
developed in partnership with Siemens. Nordmeccanica has made the cutting-edge application of
technology in electronics, chemistry and sensory engineering its hallmark. Thanks to this, it has taken over
65% of the global flexible packaging machines market for the food and coating industry. It has installed
3400 of them, produced in its 30 thousand square meters of warehouses.
It is one of the leading companies in the packaging sector, one of the spearheads of the Italian industry: in
2019, its turnover stood at 110 million Euro, in line with the industrial plan and growing slightly year on
year, despite a general decline in mechanical engineering in Italy. After all, Nordmeccanica has expanded its
business from the province of Piacenza to the whole world, thanks to exports that account for 95% of its

turnover. Nordmeccanica's laminating and metallizing machines claim not to have any comparison with
other market proposals. Thanks to significant investments in research and development (about 5% of
revenues each year), they are tailor made and delivered according to a turnkey business model from design
to installation, whilst ensuring maintenance throughout their life cycle. Over the years, the packaging
company has partnered with giants in the electronics, chemistry and information technology industry, from
the aforementioned Siemens to Dow Chemical and Hp.
However, this combination of winning factors may not be enough now to overcome the Coronavirus
earthquake. So President Antonio Cerciello cannot hold back his anger. "We have orders that allow us to
work until the end of the year, but the systems already completed that could be shipped are stuck in the
warehouse, with the clients waiting for them. We cannot send our technicians to mount them in India,
South America or Indonesia. We could be swept away by foreign competition, because France and
Germany have not experienced a lockdown as severe as ours, and we could be overtaken despite being top
of the class in machine technology. But my concern is that we will see the real impact of this crisis in 2021:
if we lose 8% of GDP in 2020, the year after the drop will be 15%.”

The tumble of mechanics
The backlash for Italian mechanics could be tremendous, if we you do not get back to work soon. We are
talking about a sector that, as we all know, supports the entire Italian economy. In our country, mechanics
employs about 1,600,000 people, produces wealth (measured by added value) for over €120 billion and
exports goods worth over €220 billion, representing almost half the total turnover. Its exchange assets
(over 50 billion Euros) contribute to the total rebalancing of the Italian balance of trade, which is
structurally deficient in the energy and agri-food sectors.

Italian engineering production from 2008 to 2018. Despite a recovery after the collapse in 2009, production never
reached pre-crisis levels again. Source: Federmeccanica on Istat data processing

One billion seven hundred million per day: this is the loss accumulated during the lockdown, because
machining of steel, bolts, valves, machines, automation, components and electronics were not included in
the essential Ateco codes and were stopped for 90% during the weeks of lockdown to contain the spread of
Covid-19. A blow that adds up to the already not brilliant performance of 2019: according to
Federmeccanica, it registeredan average decrease of 3% compared to 2018, with heavy losses for
instrumental mechanics (-2.8%), metal products (-4.4%) and, in particular for the automotive industry,
which lost about 10% of production. Overall, production levels were 27.6% lower than in the pre-recession
period (first quarter of 2008) and we are last in the comparison with the main countries in the EU area,
outgrossed even by Spain. Estimates for 2020 are terrible: the turnover is expected to drop by 40% per
month. For the entire industrial system area, Federmacchine estimates an average decrease in revenues in
2020 of 27%, over 13 billion Euro. Packaging related machinery should experience the most limited
decrease (-15%) because it is a service industry to other essential industries and therefore it did not stop
completely.

Laminating machines and hi-tech metallisation
Nordmeccanica could be one of those essential companies, because its main customers work in the food
chain. Founded in 1978 in Piacenza, it was taken over in 1998 by Antonio Cerciello, a Neapolitan mechanical
engineer, born in 1940, with a solid managerial experience developed first in state holdings and then as an
entrepreneur. Cerciello has led the company towards world leadership in the manufacturing of machines
for the production of packaged food bags, pharmaceutical blisters and a whole series of high-tech
productions, such as those necessary to reproduce holograms on credit cards and banknotes, films that
protect photovoltaic panels, reinforcement systems for helmets and bulletproof vests.

Nordmeccanica packaging machine

"However, our core business remains the laminating machines: they combine the different materials that
make up the packaging. Our customers are therefore packaging manufacturers, the so-called converters
that make the packaging for the final companies, and in our case, 80% of them operates in the food
market," Cerciello explains.
The production has been enriched over time with vacuum systems for plastic film metallisation. "Between
2014 and 2015, we have taken over the Vacuum System and the skills to become metallizers from the
Galileo Group; we have moved production from Prato to Piacenza and invested ten million euros". The
metallizers will cover other industries, such as the photovoltaic, imitation wood and protective film sector.
"Over time, we have tried to respond to the growing demand for tailor-made products, which require
specialisation and continuous renewal. So, for instance, we created solutions used in the production of

imitation wood panelling for flooring large surfaces, for the furniture and the automotive industry, which
employs imitation wood to cover car dashboards.” The R&D laboratory of the Emilia-based group also
houses the prototype of a machine for coating tests on different types of lacquer, to meet the technical
requirements of each customer.

A tablet for remote control of large machines (and other innovations)

Nordmeccanica Duplex Combi Linear

Different skills from electronics to mechanics to chemistry are required to bring their perfect machines to
life. This is why the company has privileged commercial agreements with giants, such as the Australian
group Amcor, and exclusive technology agreements with Siemens for the development of augmented
reality technologies. The most recent and extraordinarily innovative machine in the range is the Triplex SL
One-Shot, which puts Cloud and IoT in the packaging mechanics, thanks to its development on
Mindsphere, Siemens’ cloud platform. These large machines are equipped with an augmented reality
tablet. The tablet allows the display and setting of machine parameters in real time on site without having
to return to the operator panel, and the identification of the different work areas, giving the operator or
maintenance technician all the necessary information. By means of a link to an application it is possible, by
framing special labels on the machine, to display or launch the printing of a report with the data of the
identified object.
The advantages are obvious: the personnel working on the machine equipped with a tablet have the
possibility to work along the entire machine and are not bound to the areas where the Hmi (Human
Machine Interface) are located. This avoids moving continuously along a three-storey machine; quickly
identify the point or group of the machine concerned and act immediately; and, reduce errors, because
identification is certain. Thanks to this operating system, it is possible to analyse data which, today, are
considered the treasure of industry 4.0 and companies can make the most of them with the use of digital
technologies. "We are part of the companies that founded the Mindsphere World Italia association explains Cerciello - to manage data through a secure cloud and an important partner like Siemens. Data
that allow us to network the machines and inform customers if they are performing as expected.”

Partnerships with the giants

Nordmeccanica moves into the territory of Cloud and IoT packaging mechanics, thanks to the development on
Mindsphere, Siemens' cloud platform.

In February, shortly before the Italian lockdown was made official, Nordmeccanica presented the latest
ultra-technological machine developed in collaboration with Hp Indigo: a solventless lamination solution
that can basically print on-demand virtually any size and variety of flexible packaging to support the
growing market demand for fast delivery. The ability, through lamination, of protecting the print and
improve its mechanical and chemical properties, increases the value of the finished product and expands
the possibility of growth for converters at the service of their customers. The new laminating machine is
already operational at the US e-Pac Flexible Packaging converter plants.
"Not only electronics and mechanics: chemistry is fundamental, since we also deal with adhesives. To
develop the machines, we have relationships with the world's leading adhesive manufacturers such
as DowDuPont and Henkel, by bringing our own machines to their laboratories so that they can test
machine and adhesive together. Thanks to this model, our machines remain at the forefront for at least five
years.” With Dow Chemical in particular, Nordmeccanica has created a machine that eliminates the
technical time required to cool the adhesives, abolishing storage of the material in the warehouse for
cooling: the converter can send the packages directly to production, reducing the time from 3-4 days to just
90 minutes.

A company made in Italy
Nordmeccanica is an entirely Italian production, and is proud of it; "our know-how is all Italian and we
depend on a regional supply chain. In Italy there are 260 employees (out of a total of 340) and 130 people
employed in satellite activities in Piacenza, comprising mostly mechanical workshop owners who work
almost exclusively for us on our design. We are a point of reference for Piacenza’s economy. We do the
mechanical and electronic design in house, supported by Siemens: all the engineering is ours, and in the
end we take care of the assembly and testing, as well as the installation at the customer company. The
service we provide is turnkey: we leave the customer when the machine is running at full capacity and then
we provide after-sale support throughout the product life cycle". A consolidated model that has also been
transferred to the Shanghai plant, "where we have taught the mechanical workshops in the area our
methods and technologies, and not they are capable of supplying the necessary components for our
machines with the same quality.”

...with the aim of conquering the world..
Nordmeccanica has five production plants, three in Italy, one in China and one in the United States (in New
York) and a network of representatives covering 87 countries around the world.
In particular, Nordmeccanica has been present in China since 2006 and in Shanghai since 2009, with a 1,500
square meter plant, subsequently expanded in 2012 to meet the growing needs of the market. The number
of employees increased from 6 in 2009 to 28 in 2013, to 50 today. Today, in China Nordmeccanica covers
65% of the market share of the sector.
A miracle that was achieved focusing on quality and fitting in with the growing demand for food safety,
driven Safety Food Law by 2015, which also involved packaging, which, for instance, must be free of
potentially contaminating solvents. "The laminated materials in food packaging have different functions:
one protects the product from light or moisture, and the other one carries the brand name on the outside.
These materials are bonded through adhesives, which can be with or without solvent. Obviously, the latter
are safer and we are leaders in these," Cerciello explains.
Expansion in the rest of the world has gone hand in hand: the company is the leading exporter of the sector
also in North America, with a plant in New York, India and Latin America, and two direct customer support
offices in Mumbai and Buenos Aires. "Today we export 15% to the US, and 50% to South East Asia; we are
all over the world including Japan. Italy represents only a residual part in terms of trading markets".

The world after Covid-19

Nordmeccanica headquarters in Piacenza

For an entrepreneur accustomed to being in the world, it was peculiar to see the lines closed due to the
Coronavirus. But despite this, Nordmeccanica has made a massive effort to comply with the rules for
safeguarding the health of its employees. "We are ready to comply 100% with the full security regulations,
by using the necessary devices, and resorting to social distancing and smart working wherever possible. The
company is also willing to pay for serological tests on the employees to allow them to work as safely as
possible. We are equipped from day one and we have expanded our offices, moved the lines so as to
guarantee a minimum distance of two meters between technicians, and completely sanitized the
environment. A lot of companies have done the same thing. We want to reassure the public that we care

about protecting our people more than anyone else and we are equipped to make them work safely,"
concludes Cerciello, who accuses the government of putting the Italian industry and its reputation in the
world at risk. "It's paradoxical: everything stopped, except for bureaucracy, which wasn't the least affected
by the pandemics. It is absurd that a craftsman has to present 19 documents in order to get 25,000 euros.
In France and Switzerland, the procedure is much more streamlined and much larger amounts get credited
on bank accounts in just a few days". And it's absurd that there are no certainties.
"We have informed all our customers and agents that we have implemented all the actions required by the
Italian Government to prevent and control the spread of the virus, while ensuring the correct assistance
and delivery of spare parts. But we are still penalized by the climate of suspicion that there is abroad:
between revocations of meetings, refusals to welcome technicians arriving from Piacenza, and postponed
deliveries, we have 4-5 million euros currently waiting for something that is postponed without a certain
date to resume testing".
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